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D&P Designs New Register Lights  

for Dooney & Bourke Christmas Tent Sale 

 

Every December, Dooney & Bourke holds a wildly popular tent sale for customers at their 

Norwalk, Connecticut factory to offer closeouts, samples and special products.   In 2011, the sale 

took place four days beginning December 8
th

; more than 5,000 people attended.   

 

In previous years, Dooney & Bourke, a well-known 

luxury leather goods manufacturer since 1975, used 

simple pennant-shaped craft foam flags to guide 

customers to the checkout lanes and registers. In the 

chaotic and noisy environment of the sale, with multiple 

registers, cashiers had to yell out when they were ready to 

check out the next customer.   But this year, the company 

wanted a different look and feel for their tent sale, 

something to match the elegance of their line of 

handbags, briefcases, wallets, agendas and portfolios, and 

other luxury gift items.  They also wanted to improve 

traffic flow and bring order to the checkout process.    

 

 

After searching on the Internet, Lyn-anne Revay with Dooney 

& Bourke, found D&P Custom Lights & Wiring Systems, 

Inc., a world leader in the commercial lighting and fixtures 

industry for more than 30 years, and contacted them about 

getting a quotation for one of the checkout lights she had seen 

on the website.   Neil Aportadera, Vice President of D&P, 

responded with a quote and also sent them a copy of the D&P 

catalog highlighting the many checkout light, power pole and 

wiring options the company offers.   After having a chance to 

review the catalog and seeing the many different 

configurations available, Dooney & Bourke asked if it would 

be possible to have a checkout light incorporating the logo or 

similar in shape to the pennant flags they had traditionally used.   
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Revay wanted checkout lights which incorporated the highly-

recognizable Dooney & Bourke logo, a stylized duck, and included 

checkout register numbers in the design. “We wanted to create a 

real atmosphere of excitement and fun for our customers.  Because 

the tent sale is very chaotic, we also wanted the eleven registers to 

be clearly marked in order to provide the best traffic flow possible 

during the check-out process,” says Revay.  “And because the sale 

is a once-yearly event, cost was definitely a consideration.”  The 

D&P design team developed a pennant-shaped checkout light with 

the Dooney & Bourke logo, but the logo was not prominently 

featured, and the design team continued to work on different 

options that would reflect the Dooney & Bourke brand image and 

still stay within the budgetary constraints for the project.    

 

 

For this unique project, the team wanted the logo to be as prominent as 

possible, and yet be clearly marked with the register numbers.    The 

design which was finally chosen by Dooney & Bourke incorporated the 

duck logo and register numbers in hunter green and white in a 10” 

double-sided coin-shaped checkout shade.   States Neil Aportadera, “As 

we were working together with Dooney & Bourke to come up with a 

suitable design, we also offered the option of building a sample to send 

them for final approval.” 

 

 

 

 

One other element of the project was the power poles and switches for 

the checkout lights.   Per Dooney & Bourke’s request, the power poles 

were painted a flat silver color.   To assist the employees in manning 

the registers at the tent sale, the poles featured three-way switches (on, 

off and blinking) for the checkout lights.   By blinking the register light, 

employees were able to easily signal the many customers waiting in line 

to check out when the next register was available, greatly improving 

communications and speeding up the checkout process.   

 

The mounting for the power poles also had to be specially configured to 

work with the wire shelving in place at the tent sale.   A two-plate 

mounting system was used to securely fasten the power poles at each 

register station.     
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The time frame for completing the order was very tight, but 

D&P Custom Lights & Wiring Systems, Inc. was able to ship 

the order two days earlier than promised, saving Dooney & 

Bourke money on transportation costs.  “We received the 

checkout lights and power poles and were able to easily set 

them up the same day,” Lyn-anne Revay comments.   “We were 

extremely pleased with the whole process from initial contact to 

delivery; D&P listened to our needs and worked to 

accommodate all our requirements in a unique and yet cost-

effective design.  Our many returning tent sale customers 

commented on how unique and different our register lights 

were! We would highly recommend D&P to other companies.”   

 

 

 

  

 

 

Take a look at Dooney & Bourke’s 2014 tent sale video on YouTube to see the D&P checkout 

lights in action!   

D&P Custom Lights & Wiring Systems would like to help you create a well-designed, efficient 

and inviting retail or shopping environment! Call (1-800-251-2200) or e-mail us today to get 

started!  

D&P Custom Lights & Wiring Systems 

Your Design Partner for “Bright Ideas and Custom Power Solutions™”! 

https://www.facebook.com/video/video.php?v=249003748495998
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMoCGw7vdCs
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